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Injection luminescence in solids has made considerable progress since it
was first reported in 1907. In the ensuing 65 years the rate of progress has
been rather more than exponential, and it is estimated that the total European
market for light emitting devices in 1980 will be worth £10M per annum. In a
field in which new materials and technologies appear every day this work will
examine the potential of another contender - zinc selenide.
(1 )
The 1907 observation of light emission was made by ROUNDv in SiC to which
he had made a point contact. The same phenomenon was observed 16 years later
(2)
by L0SSEVv , but its significance was not to be appreciated for many years.
Useful luminous efficiency was first achieved by DESTRIAU in 1936. He
discovered that light could be generated by applying an alternating voltage to
a block of insulator in which had been embedded a luminescent material, usually
zinc sulphide doped with copper. The emission process was understood at least
qualitatively, and some progress was made toward better efficiencies. The
operation of the device relied on the inhomogeneity of the material. An applied
voltage created high local fields which produced electron-hole pairs. These
separated and recombined on successive cycles of the applied voltage. With
this limited understanding of the device's operation there were several parameters,
such as voltage and frequency, which could be varied in an attempt to increase the
light emission. Beyond that, there was insufficient information available about
the processes involved within the material to allow further improvement.
LEHOVECr^ in 1955 also produced electroluminescence in SiC. He suggested
that the point contact used in the earlier work had not been responsible for the
emission, but merely made contact to local n-type regions in p-type bulk
material. He also suggested that the light had been produced by the recombination
of electron-hole pairs across the energy gap. This was a well known process of
exciting a solid, namely the injection of carriers at a p-n junction.
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An electroluminescent device relying on recombination of carriers in a p-n
junction has most of the advantages associated with solid state structures. It
will operate on DC of a few volts, of the order of the energy gap, and it should
he robust and reliable. There are two principle criteria which must be satisfied
by the material for such a device. The emission must be visible and the radiative
recombination process must be efficient. It was obvious that the two semi¬
conductors best known at the time, Si and Ge, were unsuitable. Both have small
energy gaps, which means that the radiation of highest energy will occur in the
infra-red, and both are indirect band gap materials. An indirect material is one
in which the extrema of the conduction and valence bands do not occur for the same
value of crystal momentum. Thus any recombination between carriers at these
points requires the simultaneous co-operation of two or more phonons if momentum
is to be conserved, and the process is unlikely. An alternative is to allow
recombination at an impurity atom in the energy gap. In this case the impurity
( 5)takes up the extra momentum. A suitable semiconductor is GaP, and WOLFFv, in
1955, found electroluminescence in this material and suggested that this might be
due to recombination at some impurity site. It was shown later that the emission
in GaP could be either green or red depending on whether the material was doped
with zinc or zinc plus oxygen^\
To obtain a wider range of colours a material with a larger energy gap is
required. Materials of the II-VI series have this property but there are problems
of material preparation. It is especially difficult to prepare both n and p-type
(7)
II-VI compounds. This was partly resolved when FISCHER , in 19&h> reported
electroluminescence as a result of majority carrier injection at a Schottky barrier
on n-type zinc selenide. This meant that the problems associated with the
production of p-type material need no longer hinder the use of the II-VI's as
electroluminescent materials.
In the meantime, industry had decided that the development of light emitting
panels of the Destriau type had reached a plateau, and began turning to GaP As,X I "~X
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GaP As. is an alloy of GaP and GaAs. GaAs is a material with smaller band gapx I
than GaP, and is direct. Near the "beginning of the 1960's several manufacturers
were marketing discrete GaP^As^ ^ light emitting devices. Film markers and
punched card readers were just two of the applications for the new compact light
source. More important, these devices provided a replacement for the then
current alphanumeric displays such as nixie tubes, and by 1968 the first integrated
solid state displays were on the market. These took the form of either a 7x5
array of light emitting diodes capable of presenting all the alphanumerics, or
7 illuminated bars which could display numerals only. To avoid making connection
to every diode an integrated circuit was incorporated in the device to translate
the machine language input and drive the appropriate lamps. Since their
introduction efficiencies have risen and prices have fallen, and such displays
are now common.in a wide range of digital instruments. The factor which is at
present limiting their application is the material cost. The raw materials
themselves are extremely expensive, as are the diffusion techniques used to
prepare junctions, and at the present time the largest economic substrate size is
0,8 cm across, and it seems unlikely that GaP^As^ will ever find application in
arrays capable of presenting characters of 2 or 3 cm in height.
Our interest in ZnSe Shottky diodes arose from the original report by
(7)
FISCHER and simultaneous work at SERL, Baldock, ZnSe is a much cheaper
material than any of the gallium based compounds. Similarily, the formation of
a Schottky barrier is less expensive than the process necessary to create a
diffused junction. This renders the material suitable for use in large scale
arrays, In this department we have manufactured electroluminescent Schottky
diodes on ZnSe, My particular interest was originally the impact ionization
processes which take place at the luminescent centres in the material. In
chapter 5 measurements of carrier multiplication will be presented. This process
occurs as carriers gain sufficient energy from the applied field to excite
carriers across the band gap, or to ionize the luminescent centres. The former
*- u -
process is well understood, and the theories of WOLFF^®'', SHOCKLEY^'' and
BARAFF^^ have been used by other workers to quantify experimental observations
in many materials. The results obtained for ZnSe fit the existing theories for
reasonable values of the adjustable parameters, and obey an empirical relationship
with the results for other materials. A new model for generation and
recombination of carriers at the luminescent centre is proposed. This fits the
observed multiplication and predicts qualitatively the field dependence of the
light emission.
Light emission has also been obtained from a metal-insulator-semiconductor
structure in which ZnSe is the semiconductor. This structure now emits light
in forward bias, a process which is not possible in an ideal Schottky diode. The
preparation and general measurement techniques involved in the M-I-S structure are
described in chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents a model for light emission in
forward bias. Such a device is of interest, not only because it allows the
possibility of obtaining the same luminous output at a lower applied voltage, but
also because we observe a new radiation mechanism. In addition to recombination
at luminescent centres we have, in material with no intentional deep levels, an
excitonic transition with an emission energy near that of the band gap.
An additional property of the interfacial insulating layer is that it can
store charge. By some means which is not clear, charge can be transferred from
the deep centres in the semiconductor to charge storage sites in the insulator.
This stored charge can modify considerably the rectifying characteristic of the
device. Chapter 1; discusses these mechanisms in more detail. The resulting
device has two distinct rectifying states which can be selected by current or
voltage pulses. It will not change state without application of the correct
bias and is capable of remembering Its state even when all bias is removed.
Our electroluminescent switching device, although in its early stages of develop¬
ment could have considerable application in large scale sequentially scanned
arrays. This will be discussed in chapter 6.
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Throughout the work, physical mechanisms have been proposed and, as far as
possible, verified by experiment. Although the experimental device will bear
little relation to any commercial successor the physical principles described
here will still apply. Where certain experiments have been inconclusive future
lines of research will be proposed in the concluding chapter.
CHAPTER 2
THE M-I-S STRUCTURE
2.1 Introduction. The metal-insulator-semiconductor structure, in which ZnSe
is the semiconductor, has been successfully used as a light emitting diode, and
also as a memory and switching device. The particular properties which are
important in these applications will be discussed in later chapters. In this
chapter the M-I-S structure is discussed in more general terms, describing the
analytic tools which can give the information necessary for these later chapters.
In particular the measured capacitance will be related to the film thickness and
the depletion layer capacitance, and a conductance technique which can give
information about the nature of the insulator will be discussed.
Both approaches used here have been developed and applied to the SiOg-Si
interface, and some parameters relating to this structure are relevant to the
ZnO-ZnSe structure. However there are important differences between the systems,
not the least of which is that the 'insulator' in this case is in fact slightly
conducting, and these differences have to be appreciated before any calculations
can be justified. In practice the oxide resistance has a sufficiently high value
to be ignored when the capacitance is corrected to its high frequency value using
the conductance technique.
If metal were evaporated directly on to the semiconductor, the small signal
(11 12)
capacitance would be related to the applied voltage V by the expressionv '
Cd2(V + VdQ) = (const.)Nd (2.1.1)
where is the donor density and Vdo the diffusion potential. If the
_2
experimental results have this form then a graph of vs V will be a straight
line with the intercept on the voltage axis equal to the diffusion potential.
The donor density can be obtained from the slope of the line once the numerical
factor has been evaluated. The following sections will show how both the inter—
_2
cept and slope of the C vs V plot may be modified by the presence of an
insulating layer, although the linearity of the plot may be preserved.
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Current-voltage characteristics have been included in this chapter for the
sake of completeness, although in the case of forward bias their form can not be
explained except in the most general terms.
Throughout this work the terms 'oxide' and 'insulator' will be synonymous
when referring to the interfacial layer of the M-I-S structure. Similarily,
the charge storage sites in the insulator will be occasionally referred to as
'surface states'.
2„2 Device Fabrication. The manufacturing process described in this section
also applies to the devices which have been used in later chapters. The ZnSe
used throughout the work was prepared by a direct synthesis of the constituents
and grown into a polycrystalline ingot by the vapour transport method. During
the synthesis aluminium was added to make the material n-type, usually in a
concentration of around 10*'^ - 10atoms cm-^. At this stage manganese
luminescent centres could be incorporated in similar concentrations. To increase
the conductivity of the material slices of the grown ingots were boiled in sine.
This process removed any copper which might have unintentionally entered the ZnSe,
The sine will also fill any vacancies. It was also possible to dope the crystals
with copper at this stage by adding it to the zinc melt. Since copper is an
acceptor in ZnSe its maximum concentration is limited by the amount of aluminium
present if the material is to remain n-type.
Dice, 2mm x 2mm x 1mm, were cut from the ingot either ultrasonically or by
wire saw, and polished with rouge paper. The dice were mostly polycrystalline,
the individual crystallite size being about 1mm. Single crystals were
occasionally prepared.
Several chemical etches were used to remove surface mechanical damage. The
most common Vvras a 2-5% solution of bromine in methanol, although concentrated
(1 3)
caustic soda and potassium dichromate in sulphuric acidv J were also used, A
characteristic of all these etches is that they leave zinc oxide and selenium on
the crystal surface. The latter is readily dissolved in carbon disulphiae, but
- 8 -
the ZnO is extremely difficult to remove despite rinsing- in potassium or sodium
hydroxide. This oxide was used as the insulating layer of the M-I-S structure.
Ohmic indium contacts were alloyed to one face of the sample and protected
hy Apiezon wax while the etch was repeated. The dice were transferred under
methanol to the liquid nitrogen trapped, oil diffusion pumped vacuum chamber
-5where a metal, usually gold, was deposited at a pressure below 10 torr. The
2
typical spot size was 0.5 mm , and a schematic of the completed device is shown
in figure 2.2,1. The devices were mounted under a spring contact on a substantial
metal heat sink and the junction protected by a clear plastic. A solution of
polystyrene in toluene was used for temporary encapsulation, and clear Araldite
or Ward's Bio-Plastic was used for long term protection.
Although the chemical method of obtaining an oxide is simple to carry out,
it is difficult to control. With a little perseverance it is possible to lay
down a thick oxide with some degree of repeatability, however insulator thicknesses
o
less than 100 A are difficult to achieve. This is principally because no suitable
agent has been found which will remove ZnO reliably without attacking the ZnSe
substrate. The problem of obtaining clean surfaces free from mechanical damage
has still to be solved.
Auger spectroscopy carried out by Dr. J.M. Wilson of the Surface Physics
Group in the Cavendish Laboratory has verified that ZnO is present on the surface
of our crystals after a chemical etch.
2,5 Theoretical Considerations - Capacitance in Absence of Surface States.
Many methods have been proposed to relate the measured capacitance of the M-I-S
structure to the depletion layer capacitance while, at the same time, giving some
information about the nature of the insulator. The particular analysis discussed
here was proposed first by GOODMAN^ and has been modified by COWLEYand
CARD and RHODERICK^*'^ . In this analysis a DC field is applied to the device,
deforming the charge distribution in the depletion region of the semiconductor.
oxide
indium
2.2.1. Typical device construction.
Since in this simple case the oxide capacitance is independent of bias, an applied
high frequency field will measure a change in the charge in the depletion region
alone. This can be related to the capacitance by the simple analysis which led
tc equation 2,1,1. If the frequency of the measuring signal is sufficiently high
Figure 2.3.1
Cox Cd
the equivalent circuit of the device reduces to the form shown in figure 2.3.1,
where CQx and represent the oxide and depletion region capacitances
respectively. Thus, by evaluating the voltage dependent part of the capacitance,
and knowing the diffusion potential of the junction, the oxide capacitance, and
hence the film thickness, can be evaluated.
Under zero bias the energy levels at the interface are as shown in figure
2.3.2. Here d is the film thickness, the diffusion potential,AQ the volt
drop across the insulator, and e. and e the dielectric constants of the insulator1 oC
and semiconductor respectively. Using Gauss' law to relate the space charge to
the volt drop across the insulator
Ac = tl2 6 ssc % W1/2. C2-5-1'
1
Relating the energies shown in figure 2.3.2 the quantity <p can be defined by thems
expression
^ms = ^do + ~ ^m ^ s + ^n)* (2.3.2)
The diffusion potential V^0 can be written
vdo = 4s + w - V/2(4S + Vi>1/2 (2*3*3>
.2
where V1 = 2 e esc % —- (2.3.1;)
e.
l
Now equation 2.3.1 becomes
- V/2vdol/2- (2-3-5)
If a reverse bias voltage is applied to the device (figure 2.3«3)s arid A
are not, in general, equal to their zero bias values. Equations 2,3.2 and 5 now
become
ao
metal - Insulator - semiconductor
Figure 2.3.2. Energy levels at the junction of an M-I-S-
structure under zero bias.
Figure 2.3.3» The M-I-!S structure modified by bias,
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C + v = va+A 0.3.6)
A = T11Ovd1/'2. (2.3.7)
The space charge in the semiconductor is, of course, related to the donor density
and so the capacitance of the junction can be written
P ^ „ TT ,1/2 ^dV2G ~ Tv" ~ ^ e esc d^ S V
= (e Ssc V2)l/2(iz(ms + V + vlA)~1//2. (2.3.8)
-2That is, the slope of the C -V plot has not been altered by the presence of the
insulator, but the intercept ,is now
¥o - C + V»
- Tdo + VA + O, Vd0)l/2 (2.3.3)
using equations 2,J.2 and 5. The thickness of the oxide can be found from 2.3,3
if can be obtained from an independent observation such as the photoresponse .
of the junction.
2,i| Theoretical Considerations - Capacitance in Presence of Surface States.
One of the problems encountered when making measurements on a device whose
insulator contains some density of charged centres, is that the time constant of
these centres causes dispersion of the observed capacitance. Before the results
of section 2.3 can be broadened to include the effect of the chsrge centres it is
necessary to understand what the frequency dependence of the capacitance will be.
This can be done using a conductance technique described by NICOLLIAU and
(17)GOETZBERGER^
, This method relies on the fact that a trap time constant T will
give rise to a conductance G as the distribution of charge at the interface lags
s
behind the measuring signal. Measurements of conductance can give sufficient
information about the surface states to allow the measured capacitance to be
Pbri#et'ed to the high frequency limit necessary before an extension of section
2.3 can be applied.
(17)The total charge density in the junction must bev
- 11 -
3t - % + % + Qox (2->"1)
where is the depletion region charge density, Qg the moveable charge density
in the insulator, and Q the'
ox
density i,(t), is, at time t
i l Qq the fixed charge in the insulator. The total AC current
it(t) - id(t) + iB(t) (2.U.2)
where i,(t) is the displacement current charging the space charge region, and i_(t)CI s
is the current charging the surface states. In any experimental procedure there
must be a relationship between the applied bias and time, and can be related
to the variation of charge in the depletion region with applied bias and time.
_2
This is essentially the experiment carried out in obtaining a C -V plot for a
simple structure, and it can be shown that the slope of this plot, yielding the
donor density, is related to i^(t). However this will only give the slope of the
~2
C -V plot, not the intercept.
SHOCKLEY and READ^have shown i (t) to have the formsx
iB(t) = e Ns cn(l - f(t))ns - e Ns en f(t) (2.2;.3)
where N is the surface state density, c and e the electron capture and emission
s J' n n
probabilities, n ft) the electron density and f(t) the Fermi function, both at
(17)time t. This current can be shown to result in an admittancev
e2 N f (1 - f )
Ys = i 1+ jf /c n (2°koh)° o' n so
where the subscript o denotes values modified by bias. This is the admittance of
an RC network which can be separated into its real and imaginary parts such that






with a conductance G = —2——— (2.2;, 6)
p 1 + w T
where C - e2 N f (1 - f )/kT (2.1;. 7)
s s oK oJ'
f°
and T = ~——- (2,1;. 8)
n so *
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Equation 2„i|.,5 has to "be modified to include the depletion term, so that the total,
parallel capacitance, ie the measured value, is
Gp = Cd + " %~2- (2»ii«9)1 + U> t
The model should really "be extended from this simple, single trap picture to
(171include some continuum of surface states. It can be shown that this will
make no difference to the calculated value of Cd, but, depending on the
approximation used, the time constant and density of surface states may be wrong
by a factor near 3.
The above analysis leads to an equivalent circuit for the M-I-S structure as







correct C to its high frequency form can now be calculated. In the high
P
frequency limit the equivalent circuit will reduce to that shown in figure 2.3°1°
The principles outlined in section 2.3 can now be applied after modification to
include the effect of the surface states.
Most of the alterations to section 2,3 require little explanation. Gauss'
law applied to the potential across the insulator, with and without bias, modifies
equations 2„3»5 and 7 as follows
A = V^Vj1/2 + | Qs(V) (2.it.10)
i
A. - V,1/2V. 1/2 + 7 Q (v) (2.24.11)s.
so that A-AQ = V11/2(Vd1/2 + Ydo1/2) + f. AQs. (2.U.12)
It is necessary at this stage to consider how Q_ varies with applied bias.
O
f -| g \
CAKD and RHODERIClA ' have discussed this variation with reference to two special
cases. These are when the occupancy of the surface states is governed by the
Fermi level of either the metal or the semiconductor. These cases have also been
-2
Figure 2,5.1. Typical C -V plot for a device which does not
have a significant density of charged centres in the oxide.
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( 1 K \
discussed by COWLEYv ' in terras of thin and thick oxides respectively„ In the
case of the Au-ZnO-ZnSe structure it is not immediately apparent which of these
two forms should apply. In practice, only the approximations associated with the
former give meaningful results. In this case the charge stored in the insulator
varies with the voltage which is maintained across it, so that
Qg = ~e Ns(A - Ao). (2.U.15)
In the absence of any evidence to the contrary this form has been used without
further justification. The modified diffusion potential Vd now has a form
1/2 V1^Z V V11//2vdo1//2Vdl/2 = - — + + V + V + -J (2.1;.11;)
2(1 4 a) [t(l 4 a) (1 4 a)
where a = e N_ d/e... (2.1;. 15)S 1
Substitution into 2.3.8 now leads to an expression for the capacitance which
-2
implies that, in this case also, the slope of the C -V plot is unaltered, whereas
the intercept is modified as follows
(v^ )1/2 v1
Vo = vdo + ~T " + ~7 "72 (2.1;.16)
(1 4 a) !;(1 4 a;
where and a yield values of the film thickness and surface state density
respectively. This represents a useful check on the results obtained from the
conductance technique which also gave a value for N ,s
2.5 Capacitance Results. All the capacitance results reported in this section
were made using a transformer unity ratio bridge, constructed in this laboratory,
capable of satisfactory operation from 10 kHz to 2 MHz. Generally the parallel
resistance and capacitance network was measured. If it was necessary to make
measurements at high current levels the series resistance of the device was first
obtained from the forward biassed I-V characteristic and included in the
equivalent circuit on the bridge.
The simplest form of capacity plot is one for a device whose AC conductivity
indicates a very small surface state density. Figure 2.5.1 shows such a plot with
17 —5
an intercept VQ equal to 2.13 volts and a donor density of 1,66 x 10 cm The
1 2
Reverse bias (volts)
Figure• 2.5.2,, C -V plot for a device with a large density of charged centres
in the insulator. Shows the correction predicted by the conductance technique.
-11+ -
equivalent parallel conductance and capacitance have to he obtained from the
measured values, taking into account the oxide capacitance. This correction is
small; generally less than 5-10$ of the total value,. An estimate of the oxide
-2
capacity can be obtained from a consideration of the value of C at the diffusion
_2
potential, ie when =0. This agrees well with the capacitance which can
subsequently be calculated from the film thickness. The thickness can be obtained
from equations 2.5.3 and. 9 if "the relevant dielectric constants and the diffusion
potential are known. The dielectric constant has been taken as .9.1 for ZnSe and
(19) (20)
8.5 for ZnOx . Photoresponse measurements by BRAUN et al indicate that
O
= 1 .J4. eV. Using these values the sample of figure 2„5.1 has an oxide 190 A
. °
thick. Of all the diodes made, the thinnest oxide was 100 A, and no attempt was
O
made to prepare one greater than about 1500 A.
Any batch of diodes, prepared under apparently identical conditions, contains
some which fit the simple form just described, whereas others display a large
surface state density (characterized by large AC conductance and built in voltage),
This is convenient because of the instability of switching devices (chapter Jj.) and
allows detailed examination of the states observed in these devices. The
capacitance of such a diode has been plotted as a function of bias and frequency
in figure 2,$.2. The VQ in excess of 3 volts and the dispersion are indicative
of a large surface state density. Devices with a lower trap density do exhibit
some dispersion due to unfortunate values of oxide resistance and capacitance, but
the variation is generally less than 10$ in the range covered by figure 2.5.2.
Equation 2,J|,6 can be written in the form
G„ C„ut
(2.5.1)IE _ "s
CV 1 + w2t2
Gp/w passes through a maximum when wr = 1, and the value of G^/w at the maximum is
C /2, Cs can be directly related to the surface state density Ns by
Ns = Cs/e A (2,5,2)
where A is the device area. Figure 2.5.3 shows Gp/w as a function of frequency
Gp/w x 1010 (farads)
.Figure 2„5«3« G /« as a function of frequency and bias for the device
P
of figure 2„5°2. The experimental curve is compared to the theoretical
form predicted by Nicoliian and Goetzberger,
and "bias for the device of figure 2„5»2, and a theoretical curve obtained from
equation 2,5.1 for T = 3 „ The value of Cs has been chosen arbitrarily to
allow comparison of the theoretical and experimental curves. There is a good fit
11 -1 -2to the theoretical form for a surface state density around 10 eV cm Thus,
from the conductance of the junction we have sufficient parameters to allow us to
correct the dispersion of figure 2.5.2 by substitution in equation 2.1;.9. This
_2correction has been applied and superimposed on the experimental C -V plot.
The spread in experimental values is now almost equal to that obtained from devices
which do not show dispersion.
It is of interest to see how the result obtained for the insula.tcr charge
(15)
density in this diode, as calculated above, agrees with the value from COWLEY'sv
_2
approach to the corrected C -V plot. Having corrected the dispersion of the
_2
capacity results by using the conductance technique the C -V plot now has the form
of figure 2.5.1. That is, we can apply Cowley's method exactly as described in
section 2.1;. Unfortunately, to use 2.1;. 15 to find the surface state density
requires a knowledge of the oxide thickness. The particular device undei
discussion has charge locked at the interface and it can not be switched into a
state to which section 2.3 might apply. To obtain some estimate of the surface
state density it is sufficient to use the oxide thickness of devices made in the
11
same batch but with no trapped charge. This leads to a density of 1; x 10
eV cm , in good agreement with the result obtained from the conductance method.
The examples discussed here indicate the use of the techniques developed in
earlier sections, and show briefly how the data presented in later chapters has
been obtained.
2.6 I-V Characteristics. The forward bias current-voltage characteristic of an
(11 12)
ideal Sc'nottky diode can be shown to have the formv ' '
I = IQ(exp fijr - 1) (2,6.1)
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where I is a constant. In practice, deviations from this form are common, and
(21)
ATTALLA and SOSHEA^ ' have shown that most of these can he fitted to a
modification of equation 2.6.1. That is
1 = I0(exP " 1) (2.6.2)
where n is a dimensionless constant near unity. This parameter, commonly known
as the 'n-value' of the diode, is used to quantify the deviation of a device's
characteristic from that of an ideal diode. Even in the case of an M-I-S
O
structure it has been shown that, for oxides <20 A thick, n seldom rises beyond
1.5<22).
A typical forward bias I~V characteristic of the Au-ZnO-ZnSe structure is
shown in figure 2.6.1. Although the exponential form is maintained, the 'n-value1
is no longer a meaningful parameter since it appears to vary with temperature. In
fact, as the temperature is increased the characteristic maintains its shape but
-1
shifts to lower voltages. This'shift is typically 0„7 mV K at constant current.
In this respect the forward biassed characteristic is similar to that obtained in
reverse bias. Figure 2.6.2 shows a set of such characteristics as a function of
temperature, and we see the same general form, but with a thermal shift of near
""" "16 mV K , The rapid increase of current with applied bias, and the relative
temperature insensitivity of the characteristics leads to the conclusion that both
forward and reverse biassed currents are tunnelling initiated. In reverse bias
the electrons tunnel from the metal to the conduction band of the semiconductor,
but it is not clear where the process takes place in forward bias.
In addition to the tunnelling just discussed, there will be an effect due to
the series resistance of both semiconductor and insulator. If we examine the
characteristics shown in figures 2.6.J and Jj. we see that there is some variation
with film thickness ( as measured using the capacitance techniques). The slope
of the semilogarithmic plot varies with oxide film thickness. This is not
uncommon in other systems where the 'n-value' can be shown to be dependent on the
(221insulating filmv \ There is also a series resistance apparent at high currents
Current (A)
Figures 2,6.3 and 4. Forward "biassed l-V characteristics for various
oxide thicknesses calculated from capacitance results.
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which would seem to be due to the insulator rather than the bulk semiconductor.
This will be considered in greater detail later when the conduction mechanism
within the insulator is discussed.
2.7 Discussion. In this chapter have been set out the theoretical considerations
necessary for the separation of the depletion region capacitance from the value
which is measured. This process also yields some useful parameters concerning
the oxide layer.
The I-V characteristics shown in the preceeding section show that the oxide
O
layer, even 1000 A thick, has a resistance approaching only 200 ffi, a resistivity
of 10 £ cm. This is not normally the case with other M-I-S structures, but it
makes little difference to the procedures involved. The calculated correction to
the capacitance results takes care of the experimental dispersion to within the
accuracy which the instruments can provide, and this alone would seem to confirm
that the oxide conductance has produced no new problems.
The theory has been shown to give meaningful results when applied to the
ZnO-ZnSe structure. In some parts this has been the only justification for
pursuing a particular line of approach. However, in general, the argument is
well understood, and the data provided by the results of this chapter will be '
invaluable in those which follow.
Current
Figure 3.1.1. Comparison of the light intensity
from a typical device under forward and reverse bias.
CHAPTER 5
LIGHT EMISSION PROM FORWARD BIASSED DIODES
3.1 Introduction. ZnSe diodes emit light when operated in the avalanche region
( 23)of reverse biasv . The light output is better than that of currently available
GaP^As^ diodes. The high operating voltage (typically 15 volts for 20 mA) gives
the device an unfavourable power efficiency compared with competitive forward
biassed devices and renders it slightly less attractive to the circuit designer.
We have been able to obtain light in forward bias from an M-I-S structure using
( 2) )
n-type ZnSe as the semiconductor^ ^ . The light output, which is considerably
less than that obtained for the same current in reverse bias (figure 3»1«l)j can
reasonably be expected to improve with better device fabrication. Most of the
physical principles involved in the operation of the device are now understood, and
these will be described in this chapter.
(23)For light to be emitted in reverse bias , electrons, having tunnelled from
the metal to the semiconductor, are accelerated across the depletion region,
gaining sufficient energy to impact excite the luminescent impurity atoms (chapter
5). The subsequent de-excitation causes the emission of a photon with energy
equal to the excitation energy of the atom. In forward bias electrons can not
achieve sufficient energy for this process to occur. Holes and electrons are
injected into the depletion region and light is emitted as a result of their




Schottky diode but can occur in an M-I-S structurev ,, Other workers ha
observed forward biassed electroluminescence from this structure using CdS
(27) (28)ZnTe^ ' or GaP as the semiconductor.
3.2 Model for Light Emission. If gold is evaporated directly onto n-type ZnSe,
the energy levels at the interface will be as in figure 3*2.1. The 1 .Ij. eV barrier
(29)height is from MEAD^ , As forward bias is applied the electron current over the




Figure-3.2.1. ..Energy levels at a Au-n-type ZnSe interface.
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Figure 3.2,2. Energy levels at a metal-insulator-semicenduo oor






Figure 3.2.3. Energy levels at a M-I-S junction under an appll
Mas V. There can he injection of holes from the metal.
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injected, is very small at any reasonable temperature, the proportion of the total
current which is being carried by holes., is also small. The hole current for
all practical current levels is small and independent of bias.
In the presence of an insulating layer this situation no longer holds. The
energy levels at the interface are not now pinned (figure 3.2,2), and as bias is
applied to the device a voltage can be maintained across the insulator, allowing
the semiconductor valence band to be raised towards the metal Fermi level. The
potential barrier presented to holes is reduced but that which is presented to
electrons is unaffected. Thus the hole injection efficiency is increased. As wre
approach the situation of figure 3.2.3 "the density of holes which have an energy
corresponding to the semiconductor valence band increases as exp((E^ - Ev),/kT),
That is, the hole injection would increase as exp(Vox/kT), where VQx is the voltage
dropped across the insulator. Once the valence band is more than a few kT above
the Fermi level the number of holes available for injection will be roughly
constant and will be reflected in the variation of 17^,
The conductivity of the insulating layer itself modifies the hole injection
rate, In the case of the devices mentioned in section 3«1» "the oxide is such a
good insulator that holes can tunnel directly from metal to semiconductor. In the
Au-ZnO-ZnSe structure the ZnO is a poor insulator. In order to maintain a voltage
which is sufficient to allow aligning of the bands the insulator has to be too
thick to be consistent with tunnelling. The same general principles still apply.
The number of electron-hole pairs which rec-ombine to give useful light
emission can be related to ^where is the radiative recombination
efficiency and ^ is the ratio of internal to external efficiency. Generally the
effects due to these are not easily separable, Thus the number of photons emitted
for every charge carrier crossing the junction, ie the quantum efficiency is
\ = Mrfie' (5'2'1)
It is important to know the material and device parameters which affect In
practice it is possible to devise experiments which show the factors governing
either or and these will be discussed in the following two sections,
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3.3 Effect of Oxide Layer - Variation of Experiments reported in this section
show how the interfacial oxide layer allows the energy hand scheme of the M-I-S
structure to he manipulated to permit the injection of holes as minority carriers.
These experiments support the model for hole injection which was proposed in the
last section. All light measurements were made using square wave drive of 1 kHz,
The detector was an IP28 photomultiplier tuhe having S-5 response, and lock-in
amplification was used. The entire system was calibrated hy means of a
standardized GaP (green) lamp supplied hy Dr. D.R. Wight of SERL. The emission
wavelength of this lamp is sufficiently near those in which we are interested to
allow accurate correction for photomultiplier response.
As described in the previous section, an increase in forward bias will raise
the semiconductor energy bands relative to the metal Fermi level. As the voltage
dropped across the insulator is increased the hole injection rate rises rapidly as
the potential barrier presented to holes is reduced. There is not a significant
reduction in the barrier presented to electrons and the hole injection efficiency
increases rapidly. Once the semiconductor valence band lies significantly above
the metal Fermi level, should become constant, as the density of holes above
the metal Fermi level is no longer energy dependent. Figure 3.3-J shows the
variation of quantum efficiency of a typical device as bias is applied. The
increase below 2 volts is so rapid that it can be assumed to be due almost
entirely to the increase in hole injection efficiency, The recombination
efficiency has been measured in this region and been found to increase by a factor
of only 2^^/l. Qualitatively, figure 3»3«"! shows the form expected for r^., with
a threshold at 1,1; volts. For a series of devices this threshold varied from 1,3
to 1,6 volts, (Some devices did not have such a rapid increase in q and the
threshold was defined arbitrarily as the lowest detectable light level.) This
indicates that at least 1,3 volts have to be dropped across the insulator before
the energy bands at the interface have adjusted sufficiently to allow hole
injection. Thus, at zero bias, the valence band of the semiconductor must lie
Forward bias (volts)
Figure 3,3,1, Variation of quantum efficiency
with applied forward bias.
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1 „3 volts below the Fermi level. This is in reasonable agreement with the value
of 1 eV obtained for the diffusion potential from photocurrent measurements^^' ,
since the two must sum to 2,7 eV, the energy gap of the material.
From measurements of the quantum efficiency and the photoluminescent
radiative recombination efficiency it is possible to estimate the maximum hole
injection efficiency using form 3*2.1. This is near 10 .
Since the device performance is critically dependent on the voltage
maintained across the oxide layer, at any particular current density the oxide
thickness, and hence its resistance, can be expected to be just as important.
Information on how the quantum efficiency varies with oxide thickness is difficult
to obtain directly. In chapter 2 it was shown that there was some relationship,
especially at high currents, between the voltage required to maintain that current
and the film thickness obtained from capacitance measurements. This is not an
easily quantifiable relationship, but figure 3 • 3•2 shows some results which seem to
obey some empirical relationship. The results are probably confused by factors
such as leakage currents, donor density and the conductivity of the insulator, over
which we have little control. However, there does seem to be some relationship,
and this has been arbitrarily assumed to be the least squares best fitting straight
line. The quantum efficiency and bias voltage at a specific current can now be
measured for a number of devices, and be related to the film thickness by the form
obtained from figure 3«3»2, Such results are shown in figure 3*3.3* The results
for all devices made on the same substrate have been normalized to a mean quantum
efficiency obtained for all substrates. That is, the results have been corrected
for variations in radiative recombination efficiency which may occur between dice.
The largest correction applied, a factor near 2, is in agreement with the spread in
results obtained for photoluminescence efficiency. These same measurements
indicate a variation in of up to 50$ depending on the crystal orientation in
the junction,




Figure 3.3.2. The film thickness obtained from capacitance results compared
with the forward bias necessary to pass 20 mA. The best fitting straight line




Figure 3v3°3« The quantum efficiency of several devices measured at '20 mA
compared with the applied "bias necessary to maintain that current„ The film
thickness has also been included using the best fitting line of figure 33 -• 2 „
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last section,, There is a threshold for the emission of light as the insulator
becomes thick enough to sustain a sufficiently large voltage to align the energy
o
hands at the interface. For a film greater than 300 A in thickness the device
requires more bias to drive the current through the insulator, but this does not
enhance the hole injection. The peak quantum efficiency is near 1.5 x 10
One consideration which might explain the large spread in experimental
observations reported in this section is the polycrystalline nature of the
material which was used. In general, a device has one or two grain boundaries
crossing the active region. Under reverse bias this does not present any problem^
figure 3«5*It shows light being emitted from a metal contact deposited across a
grain boundary. (The picture quality is poor due to the imperfect crystal
through which photograph has been taken. The camera is looking at the light
emitting region below the metal contact.) Large applied biasses are required in
the reverse direction making the extra volt drop across the insulator
insignificant. This voltage drop cannot affect the potential barriers presented
to the majority carriers. In forward bias, however, where the device is sensitive
to film thickness, the varying speed with which an oxide can grow on faces of
different crystalographic orientation can be very important. Figure 3.3°5 shows
the device of figure 3.3.1; under forward bias. The oxide on one crystallite is
O
considerably less than the 250 A necessary for light emission. This variation
in film thickness across the junction may represent a significant error in the
calculated film thickness.
3.h Nature of the Emitted Light - Variation of rj^_. Before considering the nature
of the light emitted specifically under forward bias, it is useful to review all
the luminescent spectra obtained in ZnSe. Figure 3• lu•^ shows spectra measured in
this laboratory by K. Turvey and M.D. Ryall. In material which contains manganese
as a luminescent centre, both forward biassed electroluminescence and photo-
luminescence give a broad peak near 2.0 eV. In reverse bias there is a much













Figure 3»it -1 . Photoluminescence ( •), forward ( ) and reverse
(- - -) biassed electroluminescence in ZnSesMn. Forward biassed blue emission








Figure 3.^.2. The manganese ground and first excited state on a) a conventional
energy level'diagram and b) a configuration co-ordinate diagram.
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sharper line near 2.1 eV. The "band gap of the material is 2.7 eV and the
manganese ground state lies 0.6 eV above the valence "band edge. The latter result
has "been obtained from photocapacitance measurements made "by BRAUN et al^^ and
later repeated in this laboratory. The first excited state of the manganese is
thought to lie near the conduction band edge. If the energy levels are drawn on a
configuration coordinate diagram (figure 3.^.2) it can be seen that the excitation
of the manganese does not necessarily imply ionization. It is thought that in
reverse bias electrons may achieve sufficiently high energies to cause excitation
of the manganese. The subsequent de-excitation gives the 2.1 eV radiation shown
in figure 3 -iu -1» A few carriers may be thermally stimulated into the conduction
band and under suitable conditions these may be detected (see chapter 5). In both
forward biassed electroluminescence and photoluminescence it is electrons
associated with the conduction band minimum which contribute to the emission. This
is thought to be the self activated emission and not related to the manganese
impurity.
Spectra obtained from material containing copper as the luminescent centre do
not have these different peak energies. Forward and reverse biassed electro¬
luminescence are both thought to occur as a result of recombination through a
defect complex near the conduction band edge. Both transitions have an energy
near 1.9 eV3 in agreement with the photoluminescence spectra. Material containing
no intentional luminescent centres emits light of very near band gap energy when
forward biassed (figure J.lt.l). This has a sharp peak at 2.6?5 ~ 0.005 eV with a
broad band of radiation at lower energies. Such devices age extremely rapidly,
the blue band disappearing in a few minutes, probably as a result of the high
—2
currents (~ 10 A cm ) which are required for the emission to be visible. This
transition is thought to be excitonic although no binding centre has yet. been
identified. The electroluminescence of reverse biassed lamps containing no
(51 )intentional luminescent centre has been described elsewherev ' and is quite
different.
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Since the forward "biassed electroluminescence of ZnSe :Mn is so closely
related to its photoluminescence, the processes might be expected to have other
common properties. In particular, if an experiment could be devised which
involved no temperature variation of the processes which create the electron-hole
pairs, then the thermal quenching of both electroluminescence and photo-
luminescence should be that of the radiative recombination process which is
common to both. Since the injection efficiency is governed by the tunnelling of
holes into the semiconductor it should not show much variation with temperature.
This will not be true when the device is operating in the threshold region
discussed in the last section. In this region the hole injection process is
limited by the density of holes which have suitable energy and this will be
extremely temperature sensitive. Above threshold however, the temperature
variation of 7^ should be directly related to that of 9r7^e since the density of
holes above the metal Fermi level will not be a function of temperature. Thus
the thermal quenching of photoluminescence efficiency and the quantum efficiency
of forward biassed electroluminescence should be similar.
Thermal quenching of radiative recombination in luminescent materials
generally has a form
^r ~ 1 + A exp(-ET/kT) • (3-U»1)
(32)APPERSON et alv ' have measured the photoluminescence efficiency of ZnSe:Mn and
found that it fits the above form for an activation energy, E , of 0.6 eV.
(33)IIDAV / obtained an activation energy equal to 0.35 ©V in ZnSe without
deliberately added impurities.
The forward biassed quantum efficiency of our devices also has this form.
Figure 3«h°3 shows results for a series of current densities. The quant-am
efficiency varies slowly with current at constant temperature, indicating that
the device is operating just above threshold, These results have been fitted
to the form of equation 3»lj.°1 for an activation energy of O.36 - 0.10 eV. The
deviation from the expected form at low currents is thought to be due to the
temperature dependence of the hole injection process near threshold. This is






Quantum efficiency (arb. scale)
r.srcu > o Ij. Quar rum ency versus temperature above threshold,
Fihure Quantum effici ncy versus temperature near threshold
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seen more clearly in figure 3°li«l; which shows the same measurements performed on
a device operating near threshold (as indicated "by the rapid increase in quantum
efficiency with current). This device has an activation energy near 0.3U eV.
Equation suggests that at low temperatures "becomes constant. For
the device of figure 3°lj..3 the calculated radiative recombination efficiency at
300 K shows a steady increase with current as shown in the table. These values
have been calculated assuming ^ to be 100# at low temperatures. The same super-
linear trend has been observed in measurements of photoluminescence efficiency







3.5 Discussion. The results contained in this chapter indicate that a M-I-S
structure on ZnSe can give light emission in forward bias. The device in its
present form is not sufficiently efficient to be of commercial value, but the
experiments can indicate how rj might be increased.
Improvement of the quantum efficiency of the device can be approached from
two directions. The simplest might be to change the semiconductor. As the
last section has shown, the radiative recombination rate is primarily a material
property, and in ZnSe:Mn is only of the order of a few per cent. An immediate
improvement might occur by using ZnS, which can have radiative recombination
efficiencies approaching 100# at room temperature. There seems no reason why
the same method of oxide deposition by etching should not work on this material.
A long term solution might be to try and improve the hole injection
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efficiency. It is not clear what the limiting process is, but it would seem to
lie in the conduction mechanism through the insulator. Other materials have
provided much higher injection rates and it seems likely that this can be improved
in our devices either by changing the insulator, or just by altering its method of
preparation.
These devices are probably simpler to fabricate than most other M-I-S
structures which have been used in this application. The ZnO has a small
conductivity which means that a slightly thicker oxide is required than is normal
in other devices. However, in a device which has to rely on holes tunnelling
through the insulator, there is an upper limit to the oxide thickness. The
conductivity of the ZnO eliminates this problem. A device with a thick oxide
merely requires more applied voltage. Hence there is less control needed over
the oxide thickness during manufacture.
The efficiency obtained in the Au-ZnO-ZnSe structure is compared with other
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ii.1 Introduction. An unexpected advantage of the M-I-S structure on ZnSe, apart
from the hole injection already discussed, is that such a device can "be made to
exhibit two independent rectifying characteristics^^. By application of
suitable voltage and current pulses either of these states can be selected. This
is not the first observation of switching and there is already a great deal of
research endeavour directed at producing a switching device.
A vast range of materials has been observed to exhibit the required bistable
properties and almost as many physical mechanisms have been proposed to explain
(3b 36)their operation. Among the first in the field were chalcogenide glass '
and thin film^^ devices, and recently switching phenomena have been observed
(ill )in p-n junctions, heterojunctions, point contact rectifiers^ ' and M-I-S
devices^^. Of most relevance to the devices reported in this work are the
ZnSe-Ge hetero junctions developed by HOVEL et al^^'^^ at IBM. Of our devices,
not all those prepared as in chapter 2 exhibit switching and memory properties,
whereas all will emit forward bias light if the insulating layer is more than
© o
200 A thick. Switching diodes generally occur for films of 750 A or thicker and
the device yield is low.
In this chapter the device will be considered first from the circuit
designer's viewpoint, that is, typical characteristics will be presented.
Additional results which help lead to a possible mechanism will then be discussed.
Observations on our particular system are not easy. Reproducibility is a
major problem, particularly of the oxide thickness and conductivity. There have
been results obtained in particular diodes which are not generally applicable but
which have some significance if they can be related to the overall scheme. These
will be noted as they occur.
Lastly, possible mechanisms for the device behaviour will be discussed. The
switch will be shown to be due to a change in conductivity of the oxide film, and
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a model will "be postulated which is consistent with this picture.
h.2 Device Characteristics. The devices have two distinct states, each with its
own rectifying characteristic as shown in figure Jf.2.1. The high conductivity
state COD is the more ideal of the two. That is, it is the characteristic one
obtains from a device which does not exhibit switching and also the state in which
diodes end up after many switchings. This state can be traced and retained until
the current at point D is exceeded, corresponding to a current density of
-2
approximately 10 A cm . The device then undergoes a transition to the low
conductivity state AOB and this too can be retained until the voltage at point B
is exceeded, This threshold value can vary considerably from device to device,
and in any particular diode can vary from 2 volts when new to perhaps 15 volts
after many operations. The device then reverts to its original state and the
cycle is complete. The high conductivity state will in future often be referred
to as the high state, and similarily for the low conductivity state. Figure
i|,2,2 shows the forward characteristics on a semilogarithmic scale, demonstrating
that the current differential for some bias below threshold can exceed two orders
of magnitude. The low state of the device has been maintained, without the need
for a retaining bias, for periods in excess of 5000 hours.
The proceeding chapter showed how the inclusion of the insulating layer in
the Schottky diode allowed light to be emitted in both bias states. The fact that
the diode exhibits switching properties does not alter this. Light is emitted
under all bias and conductivity conditions. In fact the quantum efficiency of
the device at a given current is found to be unaffected by the conductivity state,
as will be shown in section lj.,3. That is, the intensity of the emitted light is
dependent only on the magnitude of the driving current, not on the device state.
The variation of the high state I-V characteristic with temperature has
already been described (section 2.6). Figure i|.2.3 shows both states as a
function of temperature. This clearly shows a difference between the two
conduction mechanisms.
Fig-era DG characteristic showing the two switched states
in a typical diode, Note the different voltage scales,
Current (A)
o o o o o
Fig-are 1|„2.2, The forward characteristics of figure lj.,2,1 shown on a
semilogarithmic scale,
Figure 2,3„ Typical temperature variation of the forward biassed
characteristic.











The AC operation of the device is not well understood, and the devices have
never been run repetitively round the switching cycle other than by multiple
measurement of the DC characteristics. The reason for this can be seen in figure
This is an oscilloscope photograph obtained from a characteristic curve
tracer designed and built in this laboratory. In this instrument the maximum
forward and reverse bias voltages are always represented by equal displacements
on the oscilloscope. As the maximum bias applied to the device is varied the
maximum x-displacement on the oscilloscope remains constant, now being calibrated
in terms of the new bias. Thus, in figure characteristic AOB represents
the low conductivity state with maximum applied biasses of 2.5 and 13 volts in the
forward and reverse directions respectively. The maximum reverse bias has been
slowly increased (hence the blurring due to the 50 Hz sweep J to 15 volts when the
device has undergone a transition to the high conductivity state COD. The point
E is of interest. It appears to be a partial switch from the high state and the
device will only switch completely if it is maintained in this region for a time
long enough to initiate the transition. The device in figure ij.2.1j is running
under a 50 Hz sinusoidal bias, and will switch only erratically when the peak of
the sine wave is maintained in the switching region. The period for which this
condition is satisfied can reasonably be expected to be of the order of 1 mS„ It
would seem that our device, in common with the glass switches, has a considerable
delay time before a transition will take place. Certainly the actual transition
time is very much shorter than this, but is of lesser device significance since
the time which is important is that for which a bias must be maintained before the
switch is complete.
The irreproducibility of the switching point has also hampered the measurement
of the tx'ansition time, as has the extremely fast ageing of the devices. It was
at first thought that the two states of the device moved towards each other after
many cycles. More specifically, it was thought that the low state moved towards
the high. This was because devices which could no longer be made to switch still
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exhibited the small deviation in characteristic labelled E in figure k.2.l±} and
this was thought to be a switch between two very close conductivity states. The
same figure shows that this is not in fact true. In this case, both conductivity
states and the 'partial switch' exist in the same device, and it now appears that
ageing of a device is made apparent by the increasing difficulty with which it
can be switched from the high to the low state, neither of which alter appreciably.
The method of ageing is not understood, but with use the switching thresholds move
to higher currents and voltages. The increased power dissipation probably causes
the process to be accelerated.
1|.3 Experimental Results. In certain respects the Au-ZnO-ZnSe structure is better
defined, and therefore more amenable to measurement, than some other systems in
which switching has been observed. A common conclusion of work done on these
other systems is that the device operation is, in some way, controlled by the
presence of some unknown traps in the energy gap of the semiconductor. In the
ZnSe which we have used there is a high concentration of deep impurities of which
the position and occupancy can be measured by suitable experiments. The second
advantage of the ZnSe based device is that it emits light, and measurements of the
variation of this emission can give information about energy levels at the inter¬
face .
Changes in the number of luminescent centres which are ionized can be seen in
-2
ca.pacitance results. Chapter 2 described how the slope of the C -V plot could be
related to the density of ionized impurities in the depletion region, and as
figure shows, this density alters as the device changes state. These
measurements were obtained at 100 kHz and show the high state giving a result
closer to that expected for an ideal diode, the low state having a higher
extrapolated voltage. The change in occupancy of the luminescent centres during
switching indicates that the transition is not merely an oxide effect, but does
depend on the deep centres. Such large changes in junction capacity are not
Ionized irr.urity concentration in the low state.
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observed in all devices. Chapter 2 described how an AC conductance could arise
due to the finite response time of the charge centres. This conductance generally
shows a greater variation between states than does the capacitance, and is a
useful way of determining the state of charge of the interfacial layer.
In chapter 2 it was noted that of several devices made under apparently
identical conditions some could have charge locked at the interface, whereas others
had none. This can now be seen to be the low and high states respectively of a
switching diode which cannot be made to change state. To demonstrate this effect
_2
the I-V and C -V characteristics of two such devices are shown in figures it.3.2
and 3. These are remarkably similar to the results contained in figures 1^.2.2
and it. 3.1 .
The light emission which was described in the preceeding chapter was discussed
only in terms of what we now see to be the high state. In fact it is obvious that
the same processes must be present in both states if the nature of the light is
unaltered. That is, for light emission we still require a process of hole
injection and subsequent electron-hole recombination. Figure i|.3.U shows the
quantum efficiency of a device as a function of current for both its conductivity
states. It is seen that is dependent only on the current, not the state of the
device. Similarily figure It.3.5 shows that the light emission has the same
threshold voltage regardless of state.
There are two other observations, one qualitative and the other only relevant
to a few devices, which will have some influence on the discussion in the
following section. The first is that when the light being emitted by the junction
is examined under a microscope it does not appear to come from a few discrete
points, but be distributed more or less uniformly over the whole active area.
This is common to all devices. Secondly, there have been devices which exhibited
peculiar light sensitive properties. In particular, a device has been switched
between states by leaving it in daylight or darkness, just as efficiently as by

















































Light intensity (arb. scale)
Quantum efficiency (arb. scale)
0 Variation of light output with current in both states.
lio3.5- Variation of quantum efficiency with bias for the device of
: Tho threshold voltage is independent of state.
Pig-are 1|.„3.6„ Switching achieved by application of light.
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state A has been switched to the low state B in the conventional manner by means
of a current pulse. State B has then been restored to high state A' by exposure
to daylight for several hours, whereas leaving the device in darkness while in its
low state makes little difference. Unfortunately this particular device locked
in the high state before it was possible to measure the spectral dependence of
the effect and subsequent measurements on other devices have been inconclusive.
It seems likely that the diode of figure 1;.3.6 was in an extremely unstable
condition and that more conventional devices would require considerably more
intense radiation to produce the same effect.
h.k Switching Mechanism. It is possible to envisage several processes which
might take place in an M-I-S structure and which could conceivably lead to a
change in device conductivity. This section will examine some of the more obvious
of these in terms of results which have already been described. The switching
problem can best be approached from three viewpoints. These are that the
bistability might be due to
a) a change in conductivity of the depletion region
b) a change in conductivity of the insulator
c) a change in barrier heights at the interface.
Consider first the effect of the switch on the semiconductor depletion region.
The luminous quantum efficiency in both conductivity states is the same at a given
current density. Since the light is produced due to some recombination in the
depletion region, it would appear that the voltage configuration in the semi¬
conductor is dependent only on current, not on state. Charge is however moved
from the deep traps in the semiconductor during switching. Coincident with this
change in charge density there is an increase in the high frequency parallel loss
component of the capacity measurements. This can be attributed to charge being
swept back and forth across the semiconductor-insulator interface between the deep
traps and some, as yet unidentified, charge centres in the insulator.
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It is conceivable that a transfer of charge could cause a change in energy-
levels at the interface, A small change in harrier height could easily cause a
large variation in device conductivity. In the preceeding chapter a model for
light emission was proposed which predicted a threshold voltage for this emission.
This threshold is the voltage necessary to align the metal Fermi level and ZnSe
valence hand and is a measure of the energy separation of these levels. However
measurements indicate that this threshold is independent of the device state,
suggesting that there is no adjustment of energy levels during switching.
Since the volt drop across the semiconductor seems to be independent of state,
and there is no change in harrier heights at the interface during switching,
the change in conductivity of the device must he due to a change in the conduction
process in the insulator. To he more precise, for a given current density the
extra voltage required in the low conductivity state must all be dropped across
the insulator. This does not mean that we have a simple oxide switch. The deep
impurities in the semiconductor take part in, and indeed seem to be necessary for,
the switching process. Switching has not been observed in devices without
intentional deep impurities even though examination of the blue emission from such
material requires the devices to be run at currents considerably in excess of those
normally required for switching.
Filamentary conduction has often been proposed^"'as a mechanism for
switching. Indeed HOVEL et a.l^^ indicate that they think this might be an
explanation of the behaviour of their ZnSe-OTe heterojunctions. This process
requires conduction along a filament which is physically different from the host
material. Some process such as Joule heating can caiise this filament to rupture
with a correspondingly rapid change in device conductivity. This does not seem
to be a likely process in the ZnO-ZnSe system despite Hovel's suggestion, There
are two reasons for this. Firstly, light is emitted over the entire junction
area. Since this corresponds to the regions of the junction through which current
is flowing, conduction can not be said to be through a few discrete points.
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Secondly, the device has been made to change state by the application of light.
The only conceivable process by which light could change the conductivity of ZnO
using a filamentary model is in direct contradiction of the observed results, In
this model the high state would consist of zinc filaments running,through the
oxide. Application of light would convert these to ZnO causing the device to go
to its low state. The observed transition is from low to high when
illuminated.
The results described previously, and the discussion in this section, lead to
a proposed model of switching as follows. During switching, charge is transferred
between the deep centres in the semiconductor and trapping sites in the insulator.
By some method, which will be discussed in the next section, this charge can alter
the conductivity of the insulator, and would appear to have an indefinite storage
time under zero bias. This model satisfactorily describes the experimental
observations which have been x'eported in this chapter.
U.5 Charge Transport in Insulators. By examination of the I-V characteristics of
the switch we shall seek in this section to establish a. possible mechanism for the
current flow in the insulator. This does not in any way add to the switching
mechanism which has already been discussed, but shows that there might be a
conductivity process which is consistent with the conclusions of the last section,
DEARNA1EY, STONEHAM and MORGAN^"^ have reviewed the charge transport
mechanisms which may operate in insulators. These will be mentioned briefly here
in order to see how they relate to the ZnO film,
a) Sehottky emission of electrons over a potential barrier is a
process which may account for carrier injection into the insulator. There may
exist similar barriers inside the material, and trie field assisted thermal
(ii.8)excitation of carriers over these barriers is the basis, of the POOLE-FRENKEIj
COrrent' V (• vl/2 J
Jpf = (c°nst») v exP ~ J - (const.) j (ii.5.1)
where V^ is the barrier height,
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b) In a disordered material it is possible that the electron states
can become localized^^ . Thermally assisted transport of electrons between these
states gives rise to hopping conduction. This may take two forms
J"h = (const.) V exp | (ref, 50) (U-5.2)
J"h = (const.) V exp j- (con^.) j (ref. 51) (I4..5• 3)
(52)
where V, is the effective activation energy. MOTT has shown that these
two results can be achieved from the same general approach using two different
sets of simplifying assumptions. The dividing line between the two is rather
fine, depending on the spacing of the localized centres, and no attempt has been
made to distinguish between them in the Zn.0 in our devices.
c) At low current densities one expects the insulator to be ohmic.
However, as the current is increased so that the carrier density becomes
comparable with the trap density there exists in the solid the direct analogue of
(53)
a space charge in a vacuum tubev . The current now rises more rapidly with
increasing bias than Ohmic behaviour would predict. The space charge limited
current has the form
V2
J = (const.) p — (i|. 5 -it)sc d5
where p is the electron mobility and d the film thickness. The constant factor
is dependent on the density and nature of the impurities in the insulator.
In order to discuss these mechanisms more fully it is necessary to define
certain parameters related to the I-V characteristics found in the ZnSe switch.
Chapter 2 has indicated that the slope of the forward biassed current-voltage
characteristic was dependent on the oxide thickness. The change in slope of
the semilogarithmic plot as the insulator thickens has been noted previously in
other materials^ ^ ^ . Figures 2,6.3 and- lj indicate that at high current densities
there becomes apparent a resistance in series with the junction, .ie that of the
insulator. Figure [^.5.1 shows a simplified I-V curve. The variation of V
Figure 1^,5.1. schematic representation of the switched states
defining the terms V and V which are used in the text.ii L
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with current gives the I-V characteristic of the insulator in its high conductivity
state- This is shown for several devices in figure I4.5.?. Similarity, I vs V-^
will give that of the low state. The variation of and V-^ with current, as a
function of temperature, is shown in figure I4..5«3•
On the basis of this last figure two of the conduction mechanisms can be
discarded. These are the Poole-^renkel and hopping mechanisms. The latter
provides a characteristic which will always move in the same direction as the
temperature is varied, whereas figure i|.5»3 shows a different variation in each
state. If the constant in the exponential term of the Poole-Frenkel form varied
sufficiently between the two states the thermal shift of the I-V characteristics
could be different in these two states. However the form of the In I-ln V plot
would not agree with that of figure If.. 5 • 3 •
Figure 14.-5-3 shows characteristics which seem to lie somewhere between ohmic
and space charge limited. The error bars on the extreme characteristics indicate
that in this particular experiment it is not possible to distinguish clearly
between the two conditions although the trend is obvious. In the variation of
ohmic or space charge limited currents there are, as a rule, two competing
processes, and it is not difficult to envisage a set of conditions which could
satisfy the experimental form. For instance, if in the high state, the temperature
dependence of the conductivity is governed by an ionized trap density, then this
would have a exp(-(const.)/kT) form. If during the switch the occupancy
of the activating centre is altered in such a way to make the current mobility
-3/2
dependent, then this could have a T form which would mean a different
temperature variation in the two states. This would satisfy the results contained
in figure 14.-5-3 if only qualitatively.
It is no more obvious now what the exact nature of the switch might be.
There is no conclusive evidence as to which conduction mechanism pertains to the






Figure 1^.5.2. The variation of with current for several devices.
The lines shown (- - -) represent the ohmic and space charge limited




Figure lj.,5.3. Variation of V^ an.d VL with current and temperature.
•The I-V characteristic has.the" same form in both cases, but the
temperature variation is different.
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ij.,6 Discussion. a device has been described which displays all the required
characteristics of a solid state memory and switching element. The fact that
the device is, additionally, electroluminescent is important to the potential of
the device, and possible applications will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
In the search for a model which will describe the switching action there are
three major device properties which have to be considered. Firstly, the increase
in ionized impurity concentration coupled with an increase in AC conductivity as
the device switches into the low state indicates that the action is not merely
that of an oxide switch, and that there are charge centres in the insulator.
Secondly, the emission of light in forward bias suggests that neither the barrier
heights at the interface, nor the volt drop across the semiconductor, change
substantially during switching, and leads to the conclusion that the switch is
due to a change in conductivity of the insulator. This conductivity is further
analysed using the third device parameter, the thermal variation of the I-V
characteristics. Although the model is not conclusive in all respects, it
suggests potential mechanisms wherever possible as well as eliminating some
processes to which other workers have often resorted in the past.
The method of preparing the insulator in our structure is not ideal nor
indeed is the nature of the insulator understood. However it seems likely that
a well defined M-I-S structure should be more readily understood than a hetero-
junction such as Hovel has developed.
CHAPTER 5
IMPACT IONIZATION
5.1 Introduction. In a reverse biassed Schottky diode the electric field may be in
5 -1
excess of 5 x 10 V cm „ In a field of this order electrons are no longer in
thermal equilibrium with the host lattice. This means that electrons are gaining
energy from the field faster than they can lose it by interaction with accoustical or
optical phonons. Eventually the electron will gain sufficient energy for an
additional relaxation process, that of pair production or impact ionization of a deep
centre. As the name implies, pair production requires the energetic electron to
give up a sufficient proportion of its energy to raise a valence electron to the
conduction band, with the simultaneous creation of a hole. During impact ionization
of an impurity the incident electron removes an electron from an atom with an energy
level in the energy gap of the semiconductor and raises it to the conduction band.
Observations of the light emission from ZnSe containing luminescent centres indicate
that a photon is emitted as a result of a conduction electron's recombination with
( 23)the centrev '. Impact ionization is one method whereby that electron may be
removed to allow the process to continue. Verification that impact ionization of
luminescent centres does occur was one of the reasons for undertaking this work.
Pair production in ZnSe is an interesting process since the band structure of
the material can be expected to play an important part. This is because, with
an energy gap of 2.7 eV, electrons are required to attain energies between 5 and
1; eV before they can excite other carriers across the gap. Thus they have to be
accelerated considerably further from the band edge than for the same process to
occur in say silicon or germanium, and the band structure can be expected to be
quite important, There has been a great deal of theoretical work directed at the
problem of avalanche breakdown (References 5U and. 55 give good reviews) which has
been subsequently applied to Si and Ge^^ ^, This same theory has been applied
to band to band ionization in ZnSe^^ and found to give satisfactory results which
are in fair agreement with those obtained for other materials.
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Impact ionization has also been observed in material containing luminescent
( 59)centres^ , Because no theory existed which predicted how the carriers multiply
as a result of these ionizations while crossing the depletion region, we have
developed a simple model which predicts the form of the observed multiplication and
also fits qualitatively the variation of emitted light with bias.
5.2 Theoretical Considerations - Band to Band Transitions. The process of
avalanche breakdown in a semiconductor is a solid state analogue of the Townsend
breakdown in gases. This implies that there will be a multiplication of carriers
as they cross the junction depletion region. McKAY^ and MILLER^ have
described this multiplication in terms of the impact ionization rates associated with
both electrons and holes. Their theoretical approach will be described briefly
here.
By definition cu (E) is the number of electron-hole pairs produced in unit
distance by an electron travelling in the direction of the electric field E. There
is a corresponding function, fk(E), which describes hole multiplication (McKay's
original theory assumed equal electron and hole ionization; Miller expanded this to
allow different rates for the two carriers.) Consider an element of the depletion
region (figure 5.2.1) extending from x to x + dx, Let the number of electrons
n. n Figure 5.2.1
x = 0 x x + dx W
entering the junction be Uq and the number leaving be n. The number produced
between 0 and x is n^ and between x and W is . Since after every pair-producing
collision an electron moves toward W and a hole toward 0, the total number of
electrons produced between x and x + dx is
dn^ = (rig + n.j) cudx + ng fB^dx (5.2.1)
For a junction where the current is initiated by electrons equation 5.2.1 can be
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integrated with the limits = 0 at x = 0 and n^ - 0 at x = W to give
.W ,x
= f a. exp(- [ (a. - p.)dx')<lx (5,2,2)J 0 1 > 0 1 1
n + n + n n
where M = — 1 = - (5.2,3)
n n
0 0
is the multiplication factor for electrons crossing the junction.
To evaluate the ionization rate in ZnSe we have measured the multiplication
as a function of electric field. A constant number of electron-hole pairs are
created in the depletion region by radiation of energy just greater than the band
gap, and the current initiated by these carriers is measured as the field is
varied. The ratio of the photocurrent at high fields to that at low fields, ie
before multiplication begins, is the multiplication ratio. Experimentally, the
multiplication ratio is the same whether the exciting radiation is blue (near band
gap) or ultra violet (much greater than band gap). Since the absorption depth
for ultra violet light is of the order of a tenth of the depletion layer width,
whereas that for blue light is appreciably greater, the distribution with distance
of photo produced holes and electrons is quite different for the two sources of
radiation. The identity of the multiplication ratios therefore requires that,
within the accuracy of the experiments, an jid |3^ are equal. Equation 5.2.2
now becomes <-W
1 - jjj = J a dx. (5.2.1;)
The form of c£ has to be known before this integral can be evaluated. The
two principal calculations of the variation of a with field were performed by
WOLFE^®'' and SHOCKLEY^ , Wolff solved the Boltzmann equation for high field
strengths assuming that the electrons gain more energy from the field between
collisions than they lose in the subsequent emission of an optical phonon.
That is, they reach the ionization energy step by step. His simplified expansion
of the distribution function in terms of spherical harmonics is quasi-Maxwellian
below the threshold for impact ionization, resulting in a form for the ionization
2
coefficient E
cc(e) = a exp( §-) (5.2,5)E2
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where is a constant and E^ is the impact ionization parameter. Shockley assumed
that the electrons which attain sufficient energy to cause ionization are those which
escape the collisions which randomize the motion. Thus the distribution function
for those electrons is a spike in the direction of the applied field. By consider¬
ing only these electrons the solution has a form
a(E) = aQ exp(- ]|) (5.2.6)
where b is the impact ionization parameter. The values of a.Q in 5*2.5 and 6 are
not necessarily equal.
By choosing an admixture of spiked and spherically symmetric distribution
functions BARAFF^"'^' showed that the two results are limiting cases of the same
general solution and has calculated a in terms of E^, the energy required for
ionization, and X3 the mean free path for optical phonon scattering, The essential
difference between the two approximations lies in the relationship of mean electron
energy to ionization energy. If the mean energy is less than the threshold energy
-1 -2
a has the E form, and the E form holds when the mean energy is greater than
that required for ionization, In the case of band to band transitions it is not
clear what the ionization energy should be. Prom a consideration of the momentum
and energy changes during the production of an electron-hole pair (in the case of
7
parabolic energy bands, and for particles of equal mass) one can show that E^ = 2 Eg3
(9)
where E is the band gap. SHOCKLEYw/ suggests that this may be reduced to E by
g g
phonon cooperation. Indeed it is apparent that E. can be reasonably expected
to assume any value greater than E , Thus in the case of band to band excitation
g
the threshold for ionization is well above the thermal energy of the lattice and
equation 5.2.6 can be expected to be valid.
Using 5*2.6, 5*2,1; can be reduced to
1 "
M = a<VWeff (5"2"7)
where E^ is the maximum electric field and is equal to twice the average field in
a Schottky junction, while ^Q££ is an effective depletion layer width defined by
(11)this expression, M0LLv 7 has tabulated values of W as a function of E foreff m
various values of the parameter b.
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5°3 Experimental Results - Band to Band Transitions. The multiplication factor
is the ratio of the photocurrent at high fields to the photocurrent at low fields^
that isj before ionization begins.
The photocurrent was initiated by a constant number of electron-hole pairs
created in the depletion region by light of energy near the band gap of ZnSe.
This was obtained from a tungsten filament lamp and a Wratten I4.7B filter. The
light was chopped at frequencies between 600 Hz and 1 kHz and phase sensitive
techniques were used to amplify the signal. A block diagram of the apparatus is
shown in figure 5.3.1, Anti-vibration mountings on the chopping wheel and motor
helped limit the acoustic pick-up by the electronics. Careful focussing of the
incident light ensured a near square light pulse. Figure 5*3.2 shows typical
photocurrent pulses obtained using the apparatus of figure 5.3.1 with the PSD
replaced by a Boxcar detector.
In this particular series of experiments devices were made with an electrolyte
solution as the rectifying contact. The sample was sealed into the base of a
small glass pot containing a 1M solution of HC1. The normal indium dots made the
ohmic connection and a copper wire formed the counter electrode in the electrolyte,
This particular structure was used to allow a repetition of work already carried
out by WILLIAMS^''5 and the results were then related to measurements on the
metal-semiconductor system, The electrolyte solution also forms a Schottky
-2
barrier at the interface, and the junction capacitance obeys the C -V law, The
main problem with the structure is the ease with which the interface can be
damaged, As soon as any appreciable current is drawn electrolysis very rapidly
leaves a deposit on the crystal surface This restriction on the maxim-urn
current severely hampers the measurement of the multiplication since the region
where M is increasing most rapidly corresponds to fairly high current densities,
The metal-semiconductor structure does not suffer from this problem. Figures
5,3,3 and ij. show typical plots of photocurrent as a function of reverse bias for



















Figure 5.3.2. Fhotocurrent detected "by above apparatus. Measured











Figure 5-3-3. Photocurrent as a function of bias for
a- diode containing no luminescent centres.
Reverse bias (volts)
Figure 5•3.1;. Photocurrent as a function of bias for
a diode containing no luminescent centres.
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multiplications can "be observed.
Both these results show an initial rise in photocurrent which is not due to
/ ^ "7 \
ionization. It has been observed previously in GaP but is not usually seen
in measurements made on Si or Ge, The photocurrent, 1^, is due to carriers
generated within the depletion region and reaching the junction by diffusion. Thus
I will depend on the depletion layer width, W, and the carrier diffusion length,
L^, as follows
I ~ (W + Ld). (5.3.1)
If is small the photocurrent will exhibit the initial behaviour observed in
figures 5.3-3 as the depletion region is widened by the applied bias. This
is, in fact, a useful technique for measuring short diffusion lengths, When a
correction has been applied, the rise in photocurrent at higher biasses gives the
multiplication.
The impact ionization coefficient has been calculated from the multiplication
using an iterative procedure to solve equation 5.2.6. Having measured M, an
approximate value of a is obtained using W - W as a trial solution. Substitution
into 5-2,6 gives a value of b which is then used to obtain a better estimate of
^eff> "the process repeated (Reference 11, ch 11). In practice only one
iteration was required in view of the spread in experimental data. The results
for several devices are shown in figure 5.3.5* They fit the form of the impact
ionization coefficient
a = aQ exp(- ^). (5*3.2)
For these devices W
^ lies between 0.05 W and 0.2 W. These results have been
fitted to the theory of BARAFF^ . (A numerical form developed by CR0WE.LL and
SZE ^ can be used to reproduce Baraff's curves.) Figure 5*3.6 shows some of
Baraff's curves of In ah vs E./EX as a function of E /E.. Here X is the mean
i r I
free path for optical phonon scattering. In section 5.2 we discussed the expected
value of the ionization energy. Figure 5.3.6 shows the results of sample B fitted
to Baraff's curves for E^ between 2,6 and 3*9 eV. The results lie in the region























Figure 5.5.5- Ionization coefficient for diodes containing no luminescent
centre. A, B-and E have electrolyte contacts and C and D have metal contacts.





Figure 5o3«6„. Fit to Baraff's curves of the results from sample B of figure
5o3„5f using E. and \ as the adjustable parameters. Note that E is an electric
field whereas E and E. are energies,
r i
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have a good fit to the theory for values of X "between 25 and 56 A depending on the
ionization energy used. Alternatively, using one particular value of E, the
results from several samples can be fitted to one of Baraff's curves by considering
X to be the adjustable parameter. For E^ = 3,3 eV the samples have values of X
o
varying from 2^ to 52 A, Some of these are shown in figure 5-3.7 for the
theoretical curve corresponding to E^/E^ = 0,02.
5,it Discussion - Band to Band Transitions. Although the results of the preceding
section are of the expected form, they are unusual in that the value of the impact
ionization parameter, b, varies from sample to sample. It is suggested that this
is due to the effect of the band structure at energies far from the band gap.
Consideration of the band structure of ZnSe, as shown in figure 5.6,1
indicates that for an electron to achieve energies consistent with ionization it
must be accelerated up the conduction band and scattered to the next highest band
in the vicinity of X, (in section 5.2 it was noted that the ionization energy lay
between E ana \ E .) As the electrons travel up the conduction band they will
O &
spend some time trapped in the impurity level associated with the minima at X before
scattering and continuing to higher energies. As far as Baraff's theory is
concerned, the trapping of the carriers is analagous to a decrease in the mean
time between optical phonon scattering events. Thus the parameter X of that theory
should decrease as the concentration of ionized impurities increases. This has
been observed qualitatively as shown in figure 5.ii'2«
5.5 Conclusions -- Band to Band Transitions. Measurements of the band to band
impact ionization parameter have been made which are in reasonable agreement with
the existing theories. However they differ substantially from those obtained by
WILLIAMS5, Our values do seem to fit the theory of Baraff whereas Williams'
do not for any reasonable value of X, Moreover our results seem to be consistent
with those obtained by other workers in other materials, We have shown that there
E A
Figure 5«3°7. Fit to Baraff's theory for E. - 3-3 eV and E /E. - 0.02.
i r i
Here \ is the adjustable parameter. Note that E is an electric field
whereas E and E, are energies,
r i
Figure 5.1;. 1. Band structure of zinc selenide.
Donor density (cm-3)
Figure 5.Jf.2. Variation of the parameter \ of Baraff's theory with donoi
density. The circled point is a monocrystalline sample.
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exists a qualitative relationship between the impact ionization parameter and the
energy gap of the material. The average coefficient obtained for the devices in
figure 5»3»5 is shown in figure 5.5*1 compared with those obtained^ ' in Si, Ge,
GaAs and GaP. Where these other results have not been exactly of the form shown
in equation 5.2,5 "they have been approximated to this form over the region of
6 —1
interest, Williams' results give b around 3 x 10 V cm which does not fit the
qualitative form of figure 5.5.1.
5.6 Theoretical Considerations - Luminescent Centres, In the absence of a theory
which could predict the multiplication which would result from the impact
ionization of deep impurities, we have developed a theoretical form which related
the impact ionization coefficient, a, to the multiplication. It is in good
agreement with experiment.
As in section 5.2, multiplication is assumed to take place in a region of the







maximum field (figure 5.6.1). We postulate four principal processes of
electron-hole generation and recombination associated with the impurities. These




valence band ± Figure 5.6,2
which (N+ - n, ) are ionized. We have considered the case where ionization is dueo X
only to electrons. By definition is the density of electrons raised from the
valence band to a trap in unit time, Thus
R. = n a. v
1 1 n (5.6.1)
where is an impact ionization cross section, and n the density of free electrons
? 5.5„1. The. impact ionization parameter for various semiconductors,
values for materials other than ZnSe were taken from reference 67.
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with drift velocity vn» There are similar relationships for ^2-^°
In the steady state the number of electrons moving onto traps must equal the
number being removed. Thus
n v^ + a5)(Nt - nt) = (n vn a2 + p vp a^. (5.6,2)
However current continuity requires that




where I, the total current, has electron and hole components In and I
respectively, How equation 5.6.2 can be rewritten such that
a„ + a
n± = N, 7 ^t T /T . (5 • 6. ii)t (a, T a2 + + ^ TJTXt
The rate of flow of electrons from the valence to the conduction band due to the
ionization processes involving the traps is
|f = n vn ^(Nt - nt) - p vp n^ (5.6.5)
Since the electron flow can be described by
57(n ' It (5-6-6)
we can write (assuming constant electron velocity)
i o. on + <o_ o, — a, a. I/I ,
Is = n N. 1 -r—— 2—kk—? 4 " ^ (5.6,7)dx t 1 (^ + a2 + - a^) + I/In <
Integrating this with the limits n = at x = 0 and n = —: at x = W „we
e v e v eff'
n n
can obtain the form
(a2 + °a)
In M = N. W __ a, +t eff 1 (a0 + cr, )
d b
CT1 ^CT2 + °J ) a)—1 -—- v> 1 _ fm _ 1 "i —2—k (5.6.8)
where M = i/l , a = a. /a and o. = a. + a, - a. .o' a 5 u 1 b 1 5 b
This expression can be simplified considerably. First, and have to
be related to the impact ionization coefficients for the processes, CL and
An electron travelling a distance 1 in the material will ionize a.l atoms, where
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i = 1 or 2, By definition of the cross section the number ionized must equal
o.IN,, Thus
1 X
Let us consider the case of manganese as the luminescent centre. As discussed
in section 3.Us n°t all the electrons raised from the luminescent centre will enter
the conduction band. Some process is required to remove them from the excited
state. The proportion which do become free has been assumed to be field
independent and is included in the form of CU.
Regardless of the form we choose for a, a will saturate at high fields; the
magnitude of the field required for saturation being roughly proportional to the
ionization energy. So at fields which are of interest when considering the
ionization of the deep centre, o will already have saturated, and in fact we assume
that is the only field dependent cross section. In the case of a manganese
centre, light emission results from the de-excitation of the trap, so we can say
that o^ y a^ or since both the latter represent capture by a neutral centre.
The impact ionization cross section, Og, must be smaller than ct^ at low fields,
however, as the field is increased an must exceed a,. This is apparent from the^ 3
fact that there is an observable multiplication. If remained smaller than a^
then electrons removed from the trap would all recombine before they left the
depletion region.
Applying these conditions equation 5.6.8 can be reduced to
to the multiplication due to pair production across the energy gap. Section 5.2
showed that once band to band ionization took place the multiplication tended to
infinity very rapidly. This makes more obvious the differences in the two
systems. In band to band ionization every time an electron is created a hole
(5.6.9)
(5.6,10)
When Og <( ct, the multiplication will increase with o^. At higher fields a^
becomes greater than and the multiplication will saturate. This is by contrast
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passes "back through the depletion region and may produce another electron, so that
it is possible for the process to run away. This is not the case when an electron
ionizes a luminescent centre to produce only one additional, electron.
Since the model describes the state of charge of the luminescent centres, it
should be capable of predicting how the intensity of the emitted light varies with
applied field. If we write the number of electrons capable of emitting photons
as
nl = n vn CTj(Nt " nt) (5.6.11)
then essentially the same calculation as gave the multiplication shows that
(5.6.12)
where L is the luminous intensity. This result is a convenient check on the
model and its assumptions, because equation 5.6.12 is readily obtained from very
simple considerations. Since the light emission is roughly proportional to the
number of ionizing events in the depletion region, then
Lo< (I _ IJ
(5.6.13)
The discussion so far has not considered any recombination of electron-hole
pairs which might not- be radiative. We will show that the inclusion of such a
process, under certain conditions, does not alter the conclusion reached in





A process R^ has been included which in its simplest form can be written as
R5 = n vn a5* (5.6,11+)
Equation 5.6.2 now contains an additional term and thereafter the
calculation proceeds much as before until 5.6.8 is reached. This now contains
terms which involve o<- and there is an additional assumption required. That is,
cshould be greater than any other cross section. This is not unreasonable since
we know the radiative recombination efficiency to be low at room temperature.
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The net result of the calculation is that the magnitude of the multiplication is
reduced by a. factor corresponding to oand to the density of the non-radiative
recombination centres. This means that the form of the multiplication is
unaffected by the presence of such a centre, and, in the absence of other data, its
effect can not be quantified.
The above discussion concerns only the simple form of R shown in 5.6.11;, and
( 1 fi
the validity of such a form has to be considered. SHOCKLEY and REAR have
shown that for recombination through a single centre, the recombination rate can
be written as
2
ft'' (n + n )r ' - "p + p )r (5"6'15)v 17 po ^ *V no¬
where n and p are the densities of electrons and holes available for capture,
n^ is the intrinsic hole density, n^ and p^ are the electron and hole densities
which would exist if the Fermi level were at the trap level, and t and x are'
po no
the mean times for hole and electron capture. In an order of magnitude
calculation, assume the carriers to have equal drift velocities and that p ~ n.
—2 z'
Then, for a current density of 1 A m , it can be shown that equation 5.6.15
reduces to a form containing either p or n (5.6.11;) when the recombination centre
is more than 0„5 eV from a band edge. Outside those limits 5.6 15 reduces to a
quadratic form, containing both n and p, which is difficult to solve algebraically.
5.7 Experimental Results - Luminescent Centres. The procedure for measuring
multiplication due to luminescent centres is exactly as described in section 5.3.
In the present case however electrolytic contacts were not used.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter the electric field used in
calculations is the maximum field encountered in the junction. This is for
consistency with the preceding work on material with no luminescent centre. In
the present case however there is no theory to define the effective depletion
layer width (section 5,2),
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Figure 5»7o1» Multiplication curves for manganese doped diodes of
several donor densities.
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figure 5,7.1o They are characterized by a rapid rise at high fields with a
smaller multiplication superimposed at some lower field. The multiplication
changes with donor density exactly as it did in the case of band to band
ionization, In material which contains copper as the luminescent centre the
multiplication exhibits only the high field increase with no component at lower
fields. A series of results at various donor densities is shown in figure 5.7.2,
The rapid increase in the multiplication at high fields is due to the band to
band ionization. This is demonstrated by the similarity of the results obtained
for the same donor density in material containing either copper, manganese or no
luminescent centre.
We postulate that the additional multiplication obtained at lower fields in
manganese doped material is due to impact ionization of the manganese. As
described earlier, electrons are raised to the first excited state of the manganese
by impact. However some of these electrons may reach the conduction band. It is
these electrons which are detected as the photocurrent. If there was no ioniz¬
ation of the manganese excited state we would see no multiplication due to the
centre. One of the experiments which helps confirm this theory is the variation
of emitted light with bias. If the luminescent centre was indeed being excited,
the subsequent de-excitation might be expected to cause the emission of a photon.
Thus the threshold for light emission should coincide with the threshold for
excitation and subsequent ionization of the centre. Figure 5.7.5 shows the
variation of light with field for sample B of figure 5.7,1. The threshold for
light emission is in agreement with the onset of ionization,
In section 5.6 it was shown that the multiplication should have the form
It is not obvious in the case of impact ionization of the luminescent centre
what form a should take, All the experimental results were fitted to both forms
(5,7,1)
where °i - W (5.7,2)
Figure 5.7.2, Multiplication curves for copper doped diodes of
several donor densities.
Electric field x 10~6 (Vcrrf')
figure 5-7.5. Variation of light with electric field for sample B of figure
5.7.1.
of the impact ionization coefficient, that is, In a - ~ and. In a The
E
fitting of the experimental results to expression 5.7.1 was done by computer.
After the results had been corrected for the initial, widening of the depletion
region (section 5.5) the difference between the experimental and theoretical forms
was minimized with respect to four variables using a variant of an IBM scientific
subroutine. The four variables A, B, C, D are defined as follows
M = A exp | B Q(E)/(1 + Q(E))| (5.7.5)
Q(E) = C exp(-D/E) (5.7.10
or Q(E) - C exp(-D/E2). (5.7.5)
Here A should be near unity if the initial rise has been correctly extracted,
o
B = C = a^/a ^ and D equals either b or Eq depending on the form of
a, is the constant term in the expression for c^.
It seems that the results for this material are probably in the transition
region between the two forms of the impact ionization coefficient. Figures
5o7 -it and 5 show the fit obtained, using both forms of a, to results from two
samples with different donor densities. Although it is by no means conclusive,
it seems that at the lower field the better fit is that of 5.7.it* whereas at higher
fields it is that of 5.7.5. Using either form there seems to be a good fit to the
theory of section 5.6,
Although many samples exhibited the behaviour shown in figure 5-7.1. there
were relatively few which could give quantitative data with any precision. The
multiplication due to band to band ionization and the depletion region widening
effect tended to swamp the multiplication due to the centre, and reliable
extraction of the latter depended on how well the other two were characterized.
In practice the widening effect was the limiting factor. If the initial rise was
separable from the luminescent centre ionization it was fitted to the form of
equations 5.7.5 and 5. This was not because it could be predicted to have this
form, but because some approximate numerical representation had to be obtained.
This was only possible for three samples - samples B, C and D of figure 5.7.1.
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Electric field x XT^ (v cm"'')
Figure 5-7.it. Best computer fits to the experimental points using
both forms of the ionization coefficient..
Figure 5.7-5- Best computer fits to the experimental points using
Both forms of the ionization coefficient.
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The results of the fit of the corrected results to equations 5.7,3>1| and 5 ane
shown below. Underlining indicates the better fit,
Values of the constants








































In the case of copper as the luminescent centre, there is no noticeable
multiplication due to its ionization, However if the light emission is measured
as a function of field there is a threshold which corresponds to the ionization of
the centre, Figure 5,7,6 shows a multiplication curve with the light emission
superimposed. The light was measured using a photomultiplier with an extended
S-20 response for greater sensitivity. It can be seen that there are now two
thresholds. At low fields there is an increase in emission as the copper is
ionized, and at higher fields the increase in the number of electron-hole pairs
due to band to band excitation also causes an increase in intensity. Previous
authors have postulated both of these processes as being responsible for the
emission? in our work the two are clearly distinguished,
The experiments have shown that impact excitation of both copper and mangan¬
ese luminescent impurities takes place in ZnSe, and th.a.t the subsequent de-
excitation causes light to be emitted.
cti
o
5,8 Discussion - Luminescent Centres. In previous sections there has been some
discussion concerning the form of the ionization coefficient. In section 5.5
the results of band to band ionization were fitted to Baraff's theory, and they
occurred very near the transition between the two forms of a. It seems likely
that a similar situation exists in the case of the manganese ionization, and
within the accuracy of the experiments the two forms can not be positively
distinguished. Thus, depending on the form which is applicable, the impact
ionization parameter for manganese in ZnSe is either
b = 6 x 10^ ? cm ^
or Eq = 1.5 x 10^ V cm ^,
( 25)
We have shown elsewhere that the emitted light intensity is related to
the ionization parameter, and this approach gives a quadratic form for In a as a
R — "jfunction of field. The value obtained is E = 6 x 1CK V cm , However this
o
was calculated using the average electric field in the junction which is half the
maximum value used here. The values are thus in excellent agreement.
There should be no variation of the ionization parameter with donor density
in the case of the luminescent centre as there was for band to band multiplication.
This is because the ionization energy required is only 2,1 eV, in the case of
manganese, and for electrons to achieve energies of this order they need not go
through the subsidiary minimum in the conduction band at X (section 5»!).)»
5»9 Conclusions - Luminescent Centres, The most obvious conclusion from the
experiments which have just been described is that measurements of any significance
on this system are difficult. The most unsatisfactory factor of all is that it
is fairly clear why the measurements are so imprecise, but not at all clear how
they may be improved.
There are two reasons why the multiplication due to the luminescent centre
should be so small, The first is that only a small number of impact excited
electrons are ionized. Secondly the impact ionization is operating in direct
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competition with the non-radiative transitions which tend to reduce M, For
examplej sample A in figu.re 5. 7.1 contains approximately 1% manganese yet gives
a small multiplication due to the centre. It is possible that in adding the
luminescent centre to the material we also add some other complex which assists
the non-radiative processes.
Material containing copper maj suffer from similar problems, but the major
one would seem to be the limit to the copper concentration which is set by the
donor density.
Although the results for only three devices are quoted in section 5.7, they
represent the only significant results from measurements made on several tens of
devices. Without a clearer understanding of the complexes responsible for the
non-radiative processes, multiplication measurements will remain uncertain.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Device Applications. When trying to market a device in direct competition
with another which is already well estahlished there are two criteria for success,
The new device must do the same job more cheaply, or else it must cost no more but
do the same job plus something extra. In this respect ZnSe is rather anomalous.
Its greatest single advantage over the GaP As. with which it is in competition
X I X
is its comparative cheapness, apparently satisfying the first of our criteria.
And yet, when predicting how ZnSe is likely to fare in this confrontation it seems
unlikely that it will take over in existing applications of the gallium compounds,
The reason is that in most applications in which one finds, for example, GaPxAs^_x
the material cost is only a small part of the total production cost. This is
especially true in the case of solid state indicator lamps. In the case of
alphanumeric displays however, we can resort to the second of our two criteria for
commercial success. That is, for the same cost ZnSe can produce a display which
is more attractive to the customer than the GaPxAs^_x equivalent. Using ZnSe an
alphanumeric display as large as 2-3 cm can be prepared before the material cost
becomes prohibitive. Thus, in many applications where a character less than 1 cm
in height is unacceptable ZnSe should find a market.
To visualise the possible impact of a ZnSe electroluminescent device with
memory, it is necessary to understand the techniques used to prepare character
displays. .Producing any alphanumeric character can require as many as 35 light
emitting elements. One can either do all the decoding of the incoming binary
information and then make connection to each lamp individually or, more usually,
include the decoder in the encapsulation of the display. This means fewer
external connections to the display. The decoder sequentially scans the elements
of the array, applying a current pulse to those which are required to be
illuminated. This means that each element has to be driven hard to ensure that
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the mean illumination is satisfactory, which may mean current pulses approaching
1 A, A large scale array of perhaps 1000 elements would require such large
currents as to be impractical and the designer is now looking for an electro¬
luminescent device with some additional property which can help surmount this
problem.
A satisfactory approach would be to incorporate a memory element into the
light emitting device so that these could be run at moderate currents for the
whole of the scanning cycle, and industry is currently very active in this field.
The combined lamp and memory unit would have a characteristic very similar to that
obtained in the forward biassed ZnSe switch. That is, there must be two
conductivity states sufficiently different for the emitted light to appear to be
either on or off with the same applied bias. On the first of the multiplexing
cycles, as this sequential scanning is known, a current or voltage pulse is applied
to place the device in the required state. Since there is a constant DC bias
applied to the device, it now remains illuminated or otherwise until it is updated
on the next cycle.
Current attempts to construct a device with the necessary properties are aimed
at matching a GaPxAs^_x diode to a chalcogenide glass switch, but there is the
problem of characteristic incompatability which is hindering their development.
The ZnSe switch would be an ideal device for the application.
So it would seem that ZnSe Schottky diodes have properties which could make
them successful in the fast expanding displays market. This is, of course,
looking to the future optimistically. There is still a lot of device development
to be done, and in the next section we shall discuss the likelihood of the
potential described in this section ever being realised.
6.2 Future Research. The preceeding discussion assumed that the ZnSe devices
described in this work could be made as efficient and reliable as their
competitors. The present device does not meet this requirement and this
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concluding section would hope to suggest what lines of future research are
required to ensure that it does satisfy these in the near future.
Reverse biassed electroluminescence is already sufficiently efficient to
compare favourably with the luminescence obtained from the best GaP^As.j , and
sample ZnSe lamps are now being marketed. However with their rather high
operating voltage they are incapable of being driven directly by conventional TTL,
and require additional driving stages. Although this is not of sufficient
importance as to render the device unmarketable, it is a significant disadvantage.
This is less of a problem in arrays where each chip needs a decoder which can
include the driver stage. However it would be more satisfactory if the same light
output could be achieved in forward bias.
As we have described in chapter 3, light can be emitted in forward bias by a
M-I-S structure on ZnSe. The mechanisms described in that chapter indicate which
material and device properties are important in obtaining useful light emission,
and it seems likely that better oxide control, plus perhaps a switch to ZnS:Mn,
could provide the extra efficiency.
When discussing the switch very similar conclusions are reached. In a
primitive form the device has worked satisfactorily. However not enough is known
about the oxide to allow the mechanisms to be understood as fully as is necessary.
In view of the potential of the switch in large scale arrays it is important that
these problems are solved.
The nature of the insulating layer is one factor which will have to be
examined very carefully if the M-I-S structure is ever to be prepared in a
controlled manner. Reverse biassed electroluminescence, which does not rely on
oxide behaviour, is now well understood because there is a great deal of
information available about the ZnSe. In particular, the material has a well
characterized impurity level which controls the luminescent transitions. The
impact ionization measurements have given a great deal of information about the
processes which occur in the depletion region, and we could say that reverse
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biassed electroluminescence is well understood directly as a result of knowledge
of the starting material.
When talking of devices which rely on particular properties of the insulator
however, we are frequently reduced to hypothesis. There are still too many
unknown parameters, and one of the major lines of future research must be to obtain
an oxide free ZnSe surface with a subsequent deposition of a well characterized
oxide such as silicon monoxide.
From the purely physical point of view, improvements in the quality of the
ZnSe could probably make possible more meaningful impact ionization measurements.
The technique could also be extended to other impurities. Very little is known
about the blue excitonic transition observed in forward bias. As this is
visible at room temperature it could prove useful in defining variations of the
energy gap with temperature.
As with most research, for every problem the work has solved, several more have
been created. This is perhaps a criterion of success. Had it solved every
problem it could not have been realistic. One can only hope that one day a few
more of the problems will be solved.
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